
 

 

 
 

 
 
 

 

 

 

   

 

 President’s Report By Bob Rose 
 
 

Ah well, here it is, 

my first official PCC 

Presidents Report. I 

am excited and 

honored to be 

serving as your 

President for the 

next year. I have 

been told that each 

new President and 

each new Board 

bring something a little new and different to 

the club. I sure hope we don’t disappoint in 

that regard. It’s no small thing that at least 

half the board this year is made up of new 

members to PCC. In addition to this column I’ll 

try to keep the PCC-CE events and the Racer’s 

Corner updated for the newsletter separately 

as I can. 

 

Unless you just joined PCC or have been 

asleep for the past few months, you know that 

I have been campaigning to add more diversity 

and competition to our events schedule. Your 

new board would like to expand our horizons to include some brand-new things, bring 

back some that worked in the past, and also start engaging with neighboring clubs for 
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some inter-club competition and also event 

cooperation. If the beginning of this year is 

any indication, we are off to a great start, 

with input and events being teed  

up by several club members. During the 
months of February, March and April, there is 
hardly a weekend without some kind of PCC 
event scheduled. Over the period we 
currently have three car shows, a Superbowl 
party, an autocross, three track days, an 
amazing road rally, the Mojave Magnum, a 
bracket drag racing event, a baseball game, 
a couple of kick the tires breakfasts, a couple 
of Cars & Coffee arrivals, and perhaps an out 
of state road trip too. Not too shabby a way 
to begin the new year for PCC.  
 
To be meaningful, dynamic, and worthwhile 

for our club members, PCC must consistently 

offer something for everyone. Well it sure 

looks like we are off to a great start. All of 

these opportunities for fun and fellowship 

also present a chance for our members to try 

something new or a little different, or outside 

of your comfort zone. If you have never run 

a road rally or a low speed autocross, come 

on out and give it a try, you might just find 

you like it. Our objective is fun and safety for 

all. The more members who participate the 

more fun it becomes too. If your thing is 

racing, food, ice cream, car shows, road 

trips, parties, or wineries you will always find 

plenty of company among our group.   

The fact that we had at least 7 new 

prospective members/couples show up at our 

last meeting is a very positive indicator that 

the club is heading in the right direction. The 

word is spreading. Jump in, host an event, 

orjust show up and participate, and help us 

make 2018 PCC’s best year ever!  

2018 PCC Officers  
President: Bob Rose  

(702) 755-7334 
Vice-President: David Yeates  

(951)  212-971 
Treasurer: Gary Lane  

(310) 739-3623 
Secretary: Kandra Longo  

(949) 233-1878 
Sergeant at Arms: Henry Lewis  

(949) 812-8959 
Historian: Ted Jung  

(714) 788-9759 
Hospitality Chair: Cliff Harris 

(714) 458-7535 
Awards Chair: TBD 

              (XXX) XXX-XXXX 
Editor:  Don Wilder  

(949) 351-1995 

 Meetings  

Pacific Coast Corvettes meets 
the first Wednesday of each 
month at 7:00p.m. We meet at 
Fuddrucker’s Restaurant in Lake 
Forest. The restaurant is located 
on El Toro Rd. The address is: 
23621 El Toro Road, the phone 
number is:  (949) 830-7210 

Business Location  
Pacific Coast Corvettes  
23785 El Toro Rd #501  
Lake Forest, CA 92630-4762  
Telephone: (702) 755-7334  

WEB Page:  
http://www.pccvettes.org  
Ted Sickles (949) 716-3376 

Club Store:  
Judy Nunn 
(949) 586-1746  

Affiliation  
National Council of Corvette Clubs, Inc. 
(NCCC)  

Corvette Waves  
Corvette Waves is published monthly, 
within two weeks after each meeting. 
Contributions should be received no later 
than ten day after the monthly meeting. 
They can be given to Don Wilder. 
Display advertising is accepted at the 
discretion of the editor. Yearly rates are 
$50 for a business card, $75 for a 
quarter page, and $100 for a half page.  
 
Articles presented in Corvette Waves 
reflect the opinion of the authors, not 
necessarily the views of the editor or 
Pacific Coast Corvettes. Pacific Coast 
Corvettes and its editor seek to publish 
accurate information but do not assume 
any liability or responsibility in the event 
of claim of loss or damages resulting 
from publication. 
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 A Word From David Yeats: 
Our Vice President 
 
Hello  to club and prospective members. This is your club VP, 

David Yeates, the Mike Pence of PCC. Thanks so much to Ray 

Marshall for passing the baton to me without fair warning. In 

response to Ray’s request, consider me buried with massive 

amounts of events for March and April! Please feel free to add 

more as I am somewhat of a masochist and dwell in the 

underground! 

PCC would like to welcome Robert & Sandy Savanich, John Fischle, Nancy Ingham, and 

Jeff & Sharon Bowman as prospective new members to PCC. At our last meeting we 

were introduced to them. We hope they choose to join our club, and share in the many 

spectacular outings and events we have planned for 2018. 

Thanks to Bob Rose for the C & C on Jan 6th in San Juan Capistrano. 

Thanks also to  Ken James for the “Kick the Tires” on January 20th at Knollwood. 

Sending a very special thanks to everyone that worked so hard to make our awards 

banquet such a huge success! 

October Anniversaries 

Ted & Penny Sickles 2/14 

Jim & Peggy Whiteaker 2/20 

Gene & Vickie Insley 2/20 

Yom & Ruth Camardi 2/27 

  

 

October Birthdays 

Traci Bernstein 2l9 

Cate Riggs 2/14 

Jan Young 2/14 

Pat Dufau 2/14 

Ulla Barr 2/17 

Cliff Harris 2/23 

AlmaO’Birien 2/27 
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On February 3rd, Ken James did his usual outstanding job hosting and promoting the 

Rotary Club’s Car Show in SJC. 

Our annual Super Bowl Party was hosted by Harold & Sheryl Brunski , and was a great 

time even though my Patriots lost. 

February Events 2018: 

Sat. Feb 24th, “Kick the Tires” – Knowlwood Restaurant, Sand Canyon, 

Coordinator Ken James 

March Events 2018: 

Sat/Sun March 3rd & 4th- Dana Point Festival of Whales- PCC Host: Al and Mary 

LaRoche  949-547-7523 

 

Sat/Sun March 3rd & 4th-   PCC Goes to Willow Springs with West Coast Racing- 

PCC Host: Ray Marshall 949-786-8365 

Wed. March 7th- PCC Monthly Meeting @ Fuddruckers in Lake Forest 

Sat. March 10th- PCC/CE Event # 2, “Loops and Hoops” Fun Rally through 

Orange County, PCC coordinator; Bob Rose 

Sat/Sun March 31st and April 1st- Speed Ventures at Willow Springs 

April Events 2018: 

Wed. April 4th- PCC Monthly Meeting @ Fuddruckers in Lake Forest 

 

Sat/Sun April 14th and 15th- Mojave Magnum- PCC coordinator, Ray Marshall   

949-786-8365 

Sat/Sun April 21st and 22nd- Speed Ventures- Las Vegas Motor Speedway 

Wed. April 25th- PCC/CE Event # 3- Street Legal Drags at ACS- Wednesday Night 

Lights/Bracket Racing, Host: Bob Rose 

Sat April 28th- “The Vette Set Car Show” –Ruby’s in Redondo Beach 

Sun April 29th- PCC at Angels vs Yankees- Anaheim Stadium C Coordinator: 

Harold Brunski 949-472-8194 

David Yeates (Dyeates10@aol.com) 

For the latest calendar updates,please visit http:www.pccvettes.org/ 

 

mailto:Dyeates10@aol.com
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 The Lust Begins 

It begins in 1963.  I’ve always had an interest in cars, with a particular interest in 

styling.  In 1963 the Split-Window Corvette Sting Ray is making automotive headlines, 

and I’m blown away by the coupe styling and new design features.  I’m particularly 

taken by the independent rear suspension, hide-away headlights, “fighter plane” 

instrumentation, and optional 365 horsepower. 

I’m telling on my age here, but in 1963 I’m a sophomore in college when I get my first 

look at the real thing.  I’m in a fraternity and we’re on the hunt for a new faculty 

sponsor.  This is a requirement of the college - the thought being that an adult could 

bring order or a bunch of young college men.  Somehow we’re able to get a young 

English professor to sign on.  I clearly remember him arriving at the fraternity house for 

our chapter meeting, driving up in a silver-with-red interior 4-speed coupe.  He’s 

wearing a three-piece suit and looking like Hugh Hefner.   Wow, is this cool or what?   

We manage to keep the professor with us for a couple of years before he moves on to 

a less conservative college.  I sure miss seeing the Sting Ray.  It then becomes my goal 

to graduate from college and somehow be able to purchase a new Corvette.  I didn’t 

know it at the time, but it would be a bunch of years before the goal would even seem 

obtainable.  Two weeks after graduation in 1966, I’m drafted into the U.S. Army.  The 

idea of Corvette ownership is pushed way back to the rear burner. 

My 1984 Corvette C-4 

Fast forward to 1984.   My army days are in the past, and C-2 prices are hitting the 

ceiling - particularly in the Big Block cars.  The Lust is still there, but along comes the C-

4 with the new body style and loaded with new features.    By 1986 prices are 

significantly down for used models, so I go 

on the hunt for an “affordable” 84-85.    

There were a number of known problems 

with the ’84 that hurt resale value and 

consequently, I locate a low price, low mile 

two-tone “Champagne over Beige” model in 

Orange County.  A deal is made and I 

become a very proud owner of a Corvette!  
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I recall making a rather hasty statement to my wife that “this would fulfill my Lust for a 

Corvette forever”.  

Time passes.  My ’84 starts to get some miles on it since it’s used as a daily driver.  I 

might add that the ’84 was a great car as long as you were able to accept the poor 

paint quality (I think the first year of water base paint), relatively low horsepower, poor 

ride quality and the fact that the power window regulators would fail - causing the 

windows to collapse inside the doors!  Equally irritating were the headlight bucket 

actuators failing due to a substandard nylon gear and bearings. The dealers cure was to 

sell you   the entire headlight motor assembly at considerable cost. The problem could 

be completely resolved however with $18 in parts.  I overcome the ’84 issues by having 

Chevrolet repaint the top, change out the rear leaf spring to an ’86 part, and by 

learning how to replace the window regulators and electric headlight actuators.  No 

problem!   

My 1987 Corvette 

My dentist at the time is a “car guy,” and is familiar with my ‘84.  He makes an offhand 

comment that he’d be interested in buying it, should I decide to sell.  Got me to 

thinking!   Once again, the hunt 

begins. I’m really taken by the 

’87 Corvette’s improvements.     

I find a low mileage Dark Red 

coupe in Fountain Valley, make 

the deal on my ‘84 with the 

dentist, and purchase the ’87.   

Was it a wise decision to sell a 

car to your dentist?  

Fortunately, he drove it for a 

number of years without any 

major issues.   

The ’87 is a great car until one Halloween Eve, 

while driving home 

from my office.  

It’s dark, I’m 

stopped at a red 

light, and I see 

headlights in the 

rear view mirror 

bearing down on 
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me.  Never, ever get rear-ended by a Chevrolet Suburban.  Not a pretty sight.  The 

impact drives my beloved Corvette well under a Pontiac Grand Am that’s stopped in 

front of me, which in turn impacts the car in front of it.  The ‘87 is deemed a total loss.  

After going back-and-forth with the insurance company, I’m compensated for my once 

beloved Corvette.   The Lust factor is somewhat dampened by the accident.  I end up 

replacing the ‘87 with an interim Datsun 260 Z, which becomes a “project” and a daily 

driver.   

My 1966 Corvette Sting Ray Coupe 

In 1991 my dream of C-2 ownership begins looking like a real possibility.  Prices are 

down and I begin the hunt again.  I examine a number of mid-year coupes in Orange 

and L.A. Counties, and one in particular gets my attention.  Listed in Auto Trader is a 

Red-on-Red ’66 small block 4-speed coupe, located in Lake Forest about 3 miles from 

my home. This must be Divine Providence! 

I make arrangements to look at the ’66 and upon seeing it I realize I’d seen it two years 

earlier, parked at a service station in Tustin.  It turns out divorce is forcing the sale of a 

number of cars - this being one of them.  This particular ’66 coupe had been part of a 

collection owned by Jack Wall Chevrolet, a dealer/collector in Pasadena, and the 

collection was sold when the dealership closed.  (I’m told that at one time, Wall had 

one of every Corvette ever produced.)   

I buy the car and the ’66 project/driver has a new home! Even though the coupe is a 

very nice driver, the paint’s been worn down by polishing and the engine is due for an 

overhaul.  Over time I tackle the mechanical repairs 

including changing out the rear end (4:11 gears), 

rebuilding the engine/transmission/exhaust system and 

installing a new interior.   Exterior paint and chrome, 

and restoration of the instrument cluster will have to 

wait! 

 In 2006 Dave McCue and I strike a deal with a body 

shop owner in Corona for a “twofer” paint job.  We strip 

down our cars, and Jason the body shop owner trailers the cars to his shop.  The cars 

are painted and returned to us to be reassembled.  I will later add vintage air to insure 

domestic tranquility.  

My 1991 Corvette Coupe 

Time passes.  Gail Latimer, one of our alumni members, has a ’91 Steel Blue Corvette.  

Steel Blue is a limited color run and I like it.  I casually tell Gail if she ever sees one for 

sale to let me know.  A few months go by and she calls to let me know she has spotted 
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one in the Auto Trader.  I check out the ad and end 

up making a conditional purchase, sight unseen 

from a guy in Lafayette, Indiana.  The “deal” is he 

will pick me up in Indianapolis, I’ll make the 

purchase and drive the car back home.  If I don’t 

like the car, he 

will drive me 

back to 

Indianapolis for a return flight home.  Can you 

imagine the conversation back to Indianapolis, 

should I not decide to buy the car?  It turns out the 

car is close to being as described. The deal is struck 

and I enjoy the road trip back to Orange County.   

My 1966 Corvette Sting Ray Roadster 

In December of 2009 my late wife Marilyn passes away.  I decide I need a project to fill 

my time.  Several years earlier, my neighbor mentioned a guy he knew who had a ’66 

Nassau Blue Roadster, and that he was in line to buy the car should it be up for sale.   

The neighbor tells me the car is now for sale, but he’s going to pass on buying it.  Had 

something to do with wife approval.   

We go to El Monte to look at the roadster, a two-

top 4-speed  300 horsepower project in need of 

just about everything.  The car is in running 

condition, but there are a number of boxes with 

various parts included.  It’s a California car which 

proves to be rust free. I purchase the car, have it 

delivered to my home and begin preparing an 

extensive parts list.  This will be a major frame-

on restoration.   

Jason, our painter, comes to the rescue and again the car is literally stripped down to a 

rolling chassis with body attached.  We send it to Corona for paint and body work.  At 

home, parts start arriving daily and I end up with a guest bedroom full of every part 

known to man for a ’66 Corvette roadster.    I tell my neighbors and family friends not 

to worry as there is nothing that “leaks oil.”  

I’m sure there were those who were 

questioning my sanity.   

Dave McCue again becomes “on-call” and is 

there to rescue me when I need additional 
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help.  He helps me strip the car and paint the engine/transmission (which had been 

painted blue to match the exterior color).  Lots of other strange surprises are 

encountered along the way.  Too numerous to mention! 

The time comes to reinstall the engine and transmission.  I’ve enlisted Dave, Howard 

Foss, his son, and another close friend to 

come over and help with the installation.  

Dave recalls I was highly irritable and 

difficult to work with, but as I swung the 

engine and transmission over that fiberglass 

front end, visions of crushed body work 

were going through my head.  Reassembly 

continues and after a year and three 

months the car is completed.   

Even though it would have been great to keep the roadster, the goal had always been 

to complete the restoration and find a buyer.  I advertise it in Auto Trader and within 

about two months find a serious buyer.  A deal is made to purchase the Corvette and it 

is shipped to the new owner who lives near Las Vegas.   

My 2013 Corvette Grand Sport 

I’ve decided to sell the ’91 and purchase a new 2013 Cyber Grey Grand Sport.  I had 

displayed the ‘91 “for sale” the previous summer at Cruising for a Cure, and I get a call 

from a guy inquiring about the car.  It turns out I know him – he’s also a C-2 Corvette 

fan and he buys the ’91 for his wife. 

Now I’m serious about finding the Grand Sport.  A Grand Sport meeting my 

specifications is located in Glendale.  I agree on a price and go through the hassle of 

closing on the purchase, with delivery to occur in a week.  Two days later the dealer 

calls me wanting me to take immediate delivery! 

We pick up the car and I’m a happy camper, 

except for the dealer prep which was somewhat 

lacking.  I think a quick wash was all it received as I 

discovered later there was a real fine airborne 

contaminant all over the car.   

The ’13 remains stock except for an upgrade to 

Michelin tires and Hawk brake pads.  I couldn’t handle the noisy tires and brake dust.   

 So, the Corvette Lust will probably never go away. That’s my Corvette story, for now.   

To be continued, I’m sure.   
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(Editor’s note: It seems that fellow PCC club member has been hiding his theatrical 

talent that now comes to light for a worthy cause.) 

Children’s Hospital of Orange County (CHOC) Follies Fundraiser 

I was dancing at the American Legion in Newport Beach a few weeks ago.  A woman 

approached me and invited me to addition for the CHOC Follies.  I had never heard of it.  

The cast for this musical consists of amateur volunteers.  Since finding out about it, 

several people have told me that it is an excellent 

show.  It has been produced for the last 21 years 

and has raised millions of dollars. 

 I have no show business experience; the only 

audition I tried out for previously was for the 8th 

grade choir.  I completed the Follies audition 

successfully and was accepted as a cast member.  I 

have committed to raise at least $2,000.  I have a 

website where donations can be made and tickets 

can be purchased.  

The URL for my website is:  https://www.choc.org/follies/bob-dickie/ 

 Also, sponsorships can be obtained and advertising in the show program can be 

purchased.  

The URL for the Follies website is:  https://www.choc.org/follies/ 

 I hope you can support my fundraising and come to the performance. 

https://www.choc.org/follies/bob-dickie/
https://www.choc.org/follies/
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Some Random Corvette Stuff 

If you drive a Corvette, you more likely know who Tadge Juechter is. Tadge is GM’s 

Corvette chief engineer, and has been for more than 20+ years.  He’s been with GM for 

nearly 40 years.  He earned his MBA from Stanford in 1986.  In 2015, he was 

interviewed by Stanford Graduate School of Business magazine.  Here are a couple 

quotes from that interview.  (Note: To read the entire article, Google “Stanford Business 

Magazine – Autum 2015” and find your way to page 59.  It’s a good read.) 

When discussing changes at General Motors over the years, Tadge wrapped up his 

observations with the following comment: 

“The company has a completely different feel today than when I started.  For the better 

I think.  But you know, it’s funny - my office is actually 50 feet from the office I had 

back then.  So, in 37 years I come 50 feet.” 

When asked if we’ll be seeing a self-driving Corvette someday, Tadge replied, in part: 

“That’s one technology where I expect we’ll be last to the party.  The whole purpose of 

our car is to enjoy the experience.  It’s not to text while driving.  It’s to be fully 

participating in a great ride. We want you to be the computer behind the wheel. . . .  

“I mean, this has already been proven — an autonomous car can drive the track the 

same way a racecar driver could. You might even use that technology to scale up the 

level of assist you’re getting so you’re effectively coached by the car on how to drive 

quickly and safely on a racetrack.” 
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Super Bowl 

Sunday       

 

 

Harold Brunski put together a Super Bowl football pool for PCC.  twenty-five people 

each bought a square at $25 each.  The payouts were $10 at every score change, 

including 0-0 at the game’s beginning.  Other payouts were $50 at the end of quarter, 

with the remainder to be paid on the final score.   Eight people won $10 each at one or 

more of the 19 score changes.  Arch Archard won at two score changes, plus one end 

of quarter.  Al La Roche and the Ray and Nancy Marshall team each won two of the 19 

score changes.  Bruce Blank won at three score changes plus two quarter-end payouts 

for a total of $130, but the big winner was Barb Gildner for two score changes and the 

final score for a total of $295.  Way to go Barb. 
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When Angels Wept - a novel by David McCue 

 WHEN ANGELS WEPT is the first novel by PCC’s own, Dave McCue. The setting is 

England and the skies over Germany during WWII. Following the life of Rod Hirsch, a 

young and idealistic B-17 pilot, the novel focuses on his attempts at reconciling his mid-

western values with the demands and responsibilities of command. The juxtaposition 

between the horrors of war and the love he finds in a small English village create the 

conflict in this tale. The physical and emotional sensations he endures lead him into the 

downward spiral we know as Post Traumatic Stress Disorder. 

David worked on this book, off and on, for over twenty-five years. To say it was 

a labor of love would be an understatement. After retiring, five years ago, he decided 

he would make a serious effort to his novel. The work started as an interest in WWII 

and the B-17 bomber. He did extensive, on-going research on the aircraft, air battles 

over Britain and Germany, and areas of both England and Germany that were involved 

in bombings during WWII. The air bases, the battles, and many of the locations are 

real. The rag tag crew of the B-17 bomber, the people on the base and those that 

populate the villages, are fictional but true to life, none the less. Many of them are 

based on the personalities of real people that are known to Dave McCue. When you 

read the book, it is possible that you might recognize yourself or someone you know.  

ABOUT SOME OF THE CHARACTERS YOU WILL ENCOUNTER 

 You will meet Joel Tagalacci, Rod’s co-pilot, a business man in the making. He 

has an endless supply of innovative, get rich schemes and new business ideas with 

which he continuously bombards all those within his hearing. Many you will recognize 

as post WWII start up business that became the success stories of many returning 

veterans.  

The ball gunner, Tanker, is a sex obsessed and hyperactive teenager. Never 

having finishes high school, he does have some talents. When we first meet him, he is 

drawing pictures of female body parts. He earned the name Tanker because of his 

other obsession; tanks. The military, however, found his small stature to be perfect, for 

the small, cramped space of the B-17’s ball turret.  

Master Sgt Bob Hodges is a cocky, womanizing scam artist who can play fast and 

loose with the rules when it suits his purpose. He is an expert at working the system. 

He plans to make a killing on the black market and retire a rich man when the war is 
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over. He is not above blackmail and he has “the goods” on everyone and they all own 

him favors. Hodges has a soft spot for Rod Hirsch though because he admires Hirsch’s 

integrity. He goes out of his way to help Hirsch when he can. 

WHEN ANGELS WEPT is a great read. WWII history buffs will love it because of 

David’s meticulous attention to detail and accuracy with regard to the aircraft as well as 

the air battles. It contains a rich depiction of England, the countryside and the people 

during WWII. The strength and perseverance of the people and their ability to survive 

the deprivations of war come through clearly in the telling of this tale.  

 

BOOK LAUNCH AND SIGNING PARTY – WHEN AND WHERE 

The book launch will take place inside the Lyon Air Museum located at John Wayne 

Airport, 19300 Ike Jones RD, Santa Ana, CA 

The date is Sunday, March 25, 2018 from 1:00 pm until 3:00 pm. There will be a 

reception at the Clubhouse at Cypress Point. Cypress point is located off Alicia and 

Cypress Point. To enter the gate at Cypress Point, touch the key symbol on the bottom 

row of the keypad, then enter 059500. Continue about 200 yards down Cypress Point to 

the pool and clubhouse on the left side of the street. You can park anywhere along the 

street. We hope you will join us to share in this celebration.  

                     

Editor’s note:  The young lady above is Sequoia De Angelo of De Angelo Publications, the publisher of Dave’s book.  
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A Note of Thanks 

From Gene and Vickie Insley 

(Editor’s note:  As many of you know, last Fall, Gene and Vickie lost their son, Jeff, to 

epilepsy.  Pacific Coast Corvettes made a contribution to Citizens United for Research 

(CURE) to epilepsy.  The Insley’s have requested that this note of thanks be included in 

the newsletter.)           

         * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  

Thanks Again!       Gene & Vickie Insley 

This past year we were honored when PCC selected CURE (Citizens United for Research 

in Epilepsy) as one of the recipients of PCC’s annual charitable donations.  This act, in 

addition to the support we have received from our many PCC friends have made the 

loss of our son, Jeff, just a bit less painful. 

Last week we received a letter from CURE acknowledging the donation had been 

received and to our surprise it was made in memory of Jeff.  This thoughtful act of 

remembrance triggered smiles, gratitude, and of course a few tears. 

The camaraderie and events that we share within PCC are memorable, but our annual 

effort to assist selected organizations who address various illnesses and problems is 

perhaps our most meaningful deed. 

 

One more time – THANKS! 

      

Some Corvette Fun Facts 

The first Corvette came with only two options. Today, we know that we can outfit 
our purchases with nearly everything short of a red-licorice dispenser when we’re in the 
process of buying. The 1953 Corvette, however, had only two options.  What were they 
and what were their prices?  (The answer is elsewhere in this newsletter issue.) 
   
The fastest Corvette in history is nearly sixty years old. The common standards 
for testing a car’s “fastness” are the 0-to-60 sprint and the time in the quarter-mile. 
Although many models have come close to its figures, the fastest ever was a 1968 LT-2 
Corvette, with raced from zero to sixty in just 2.8 seconds, and finished a quarter-mile 
in 10.86 seconds. No ‘Vette has matched those numbers since. 
 
Due to federal mandates, the 1980 Corvette had an 85 mph speedometer. 
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The 2018 racing season gets off with a bang over the next few weeks with all kinds of 

events for those with the need for speed, or at least something a bit faster than a car 

show.  

 

The first PCC-CE event ever is coming up at Auto Club Speedway (ACS) on Saturday, 

February 17th. It will be the first of three, low speed, short course, matched time 

autocross events of the year. As of this writing we have 10 cars registered, which is a 

pretty good start. Hopefully we will get a few more members who want to try 

something a little different that does not require the leap to a high-speed track event. It 

won’t hurt your car, promise. There is also a Speed Ventures track day both days that 

same weekend at ACS if you really can’t get enough.  

 

Then, just two weeks later on March 3rd & 4th the club goes to Willow Springs for our 

annual racing weekend with West Coast Racing. Following up the very next weekend on 

March 10th by the second PCC-CE event of the year; the Historic Canyon Loops & 

Ooops Rally! This rally is going to be a ton of fun for everyone: A challenging, 3 hour, 

at or below the speed limit tour of Orange County with a twist or two. Sign up now, 

don’t miss this one.  

 

The very next weekend after the rally on March 17th at Chuckwalla Raceway out past 

Palm Springs is event #3 of the 2018 Wilwood Corvette Challenge, which is a series of 

high speed track events for Corvettes only, sponsored by Wilwood brakes and Speed 

Ventures. This group of enthusiastic Corvette drivers meets up at 10+ events per year 

enjoying friendly competition, camaraderie and cook-outs centered around that pinnacle 

of American high-performance, the Corvette. Every production version is represented, 

and drivers compete in the following classes: Stock, Modified, Super-Modified and 

Unlimited. I am competing in this racing series this year in the Super-Modified class 

under the sponsorship of my engineering company, Cypher Scientific.  

 

On March 31st the Corvette Challenge (along with a regular Speed Ventures track day) 

goes back to Willow Springs, followed by the Mojave Magnum on April 14th & 15th and 

then another Corvette Challenge and Speed Ventures track day at Las Vegas Motor 
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Speedway the very next weekend on the 21st. I expect I’ll be on my third set of 

Michelin Sport Cups for the year by then.  

 

If you want to give any of these events a try, drop me a note and I’ll help you get 
involved. They all have beginners’ programs and the racers in the club are all here to 
help anyone interested. One warning though: It’s terribly addictive. Once you start, you 
may not be able to stop. 
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On Saturday, February 3rd, 18 or 19 members of 

PCC met at Marie Calendars in San Juan 

Capistrano to stage the caravan the Rotary Car 

Show.  Over 400 cars of all types turned out to show their cars.  The show was held at 

the San Juan Capistrano Community Center and Sports Park.  In addition to the myriad 

cars there were numerous vendors and commercial booth, a good selection of food 

stands (including beer, wine, etc.), a contingent of U.S. Marines with their Humvee, and 

a dog show with amazing dog who could chase and snatch frisbees right out of mid-air.  

It was a beautiful day and a rally good car show.  This writer, who left the show a bit 

early, is not sure that any PCC entrants won awards. 
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The caravan leaving Marie Calendar’s arrived at the show venue a bit late as the gates 

opened somewhat earlier than expected, and all the front parking spots were taken by 

the time we arrived.  The Corvettes were tucked away in a back corner of the show 

grounds.  But no matter.  It didn’t prevent any of the PCCers from having a good time. 
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How many cars can you name, besides perhaps the Morgan Three-Wheeler, that has 

the engine in front of the front axle? 

 

This is Lance Corporal Jones with the U.S. 

Marine Corps, stationed at Camp Pendleton. 

This is his assigned Humvee which he was 

proud to show and answer questions.  

Several interesting facts about this vehicle, as 

explained by Corporal Jones are:  It can run 

in up to 4’ of water.  The cab is not 

watertight, but has a lockable dashboard 

throttle (like in small aircraft) that can be set 

so that the driver can squat with his feet in 

the seat and keep driving without using the (now underwater) gas pedal.  The turret on 

top has armored plate and rotates with the gunner.  The undercarriage is armored and 

configured to deflect IED blasts out sideways to protect the occupants.  The body and 

tires can be augmented with extra temporary armored plates for further protection of 

occupants in high danger zones.  It is stable sideways on a 30% grade and can climb 

and descend a 60% grade.  It is powered by a V-6 diesel, and finally, one feature that 

this writer finds very interesting is that the same oil is used for everything; engine oil, 

transmission fluid, differential lubricant, power steering and brake fluids, etc., all the 

same.  (Mobil 1  15W-50, or 0W-40?  Hmmm!) 
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I just took this picture of our 2015 Stingray a week ago in Costa Mesa.  It seems like 
the perfect background for a modern, great looking sports car. 
 
Can’t believe it is 3 years old.  We ordered the car at Selman Chevrolet in Orange and 
waited about 6 weeks to get it.  It is my 5th Corvette and clearly our favorite.  In 
deference to Susan, we got the 8 speed automatic so she could drive it comfortably, 
but I have to admit I remain it’s principal driver.  Since I am now retired, it doesn’t 
have to shunt me back and forth to work, so it only has about 15K miles on it now.  We 
plan to keep it indefinitely unless we can’t resist the mid-engine C8 when it comes out.  
I told Susan I may have one more Corvette in me before I’m done....... 
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I decided to buy a C7 when I first saw a Design mockup in early 2013 at the Peterson 

Museum. 

As soon as the GM website allowed us all to “build and price” I rushed to do so along 

with every other Vette-aholic.  I quickly decided the interior had to be Kalahari and 

bounced several exterior colors around for months waiting to see the actual colors once 

dealer delivery began in Sept 13.  When I finally saw Night Race Blue Metallic it was 

just a matter of time, and the right price, before the purchase was finalized. 

Awaiting the right price was a long and excruciating experience as many of you recall 

our local dealers (stealers) were demanding $10K+ over MSRP for the few they had 

received.  Those more willing to “deal” would possibly consider as low as a $5K 

premium which I dismissed and left shaking my head in disgust. 

One December evening 

while playing with the 

build & price feature for 

the 850th time I decided 

to check various zip codes 

for dealer inventories.  I 

found the exact car I had 

planned on ordering 

(minus red brake calipers) 

at Boardwalk Chevy in 

Redwood City.  A quick 

email exchange brought 

about the fact they were 

not up charging and the 

car had just been built 

and would be arriving in early January.  I decided to buy! 
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I got a call on Jan 7th advising the cars arrival, they wanted two days to prep and detail 

so Vickie and I made 

plans to fly to San 

Francisco on the 

10th.  Other than SFO 

being fogged-in 

delaying our arrival 

all went well.  I 

tested the car, loved 

it of course, gave 

them a check, signed 

a couple of papers 

and we headed south 

for an enjoyable drive 

back to OC via the 

101.  We stopped in 

Templeton for dinner at McPhee’s Grill (one of our favorites during PCC Cambria 

trips).  C7s were a rare site in early 2014 so it got lots of attention while parked in front 

of the restaurant. 

We’ve just completed four years of ownership and couldn’t be happier with the miles 

we have driven and fun we’ve enjoyed with our PCC friends. 
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By Don Wilder 

Some are beginning to think that our new president, Bob Rose, has a clone, or has 
boundless energy.  He pumps out a couple, sometimes more, articles for the newsletter 
each month, does his PCC presidential stuff, goes racing in his C7 Z06 every chance he 
gets, is involved in the management of two companies, and has already led two PCC 
outings to Cars and Coffee and an Autocross event at Auto Club Speedway so far this 
year.   

He led the most recent C&C PCC caravan February 10th.  There were about 16 cars in 
the caravan and several more joined up with the group at the venue.  As usual, the 
group met at Carl’s Jr. in San Juan before heading out for the show. 

    

Even though it was an overcast morning, the turnout was estimated at over 500 cars.  
PCC Vice President David Yeats was there with his lovable dog, Ceilidh (for those who 
don’t speak Gaelic, or more properly Celtic; pronounced “”Kaylee”). Ceilidh has become 
the PCC club’s mascot as a result David’s great participation at club functions along with 
his lovable little pup.   
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Joe Gilldner was not part of the caravan.  He brought a bit of excitement with him when 
he arrived a little late and dumped copious amounts of coolant in front of the PCC 
group as he was backing into his parking space.  It didn’t look good.  Joe had to have 
his car trailed home and is at this writing  awaiting diagnosis.  Broken hose?  Failed 
hose clamp? Bad water pump? Let’s hope for the best and find out at the next meeting. 
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While Joe’s luck went temporarily south, his wife, Barb, a few days earlier was the big 
money winner in the Super Bowl pool.  Way to go Barb! 

When I took this group picture of Mark and Patty Smith and Carol Gates, Patty quickly 
put her arm behind her back.  Afterward, I 
caught this other picture.  I guess Patty thinks 
the event should be called Cars & Coffee & 
Donuts.   

   

 

   

One doesn’t often see this. Two nearly identical 1963 split window Corvettes on the day 
at the same show on the same aisle of the show.  I believe the owners didn’t know 
each other before arriving at Cars and Coffee that morning. I learned that the only 
difference between the two cars was one had an automatic tranny, and the other was 
manual.  For some trivia, only 10,594 split coupes were made that year, the only year 
for the split window.  All other of the 21,513 total Corvettes manufactured in 1963 were 
roadsters.  1963 was the first year that Corvette made a coupe. 
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The 1953 Corvette only came in Polo white with a red interior.  Only two options were 
available - you could add a heater for $91, and an AM radio for $145. Fully loaded, 
indeed! 
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General Meeting Minutes  
February 7, 2017  

by Secretary Kandra Longo 
 

 
Welcome to the new 2018 Board of Directors:  
 
President: Bob Rose  
Vice-president: David Yeates  
Treasurer: Gary Lane  
Secretary: Kandra Longo  
Sgt-at-Arms: Henry Lewis  
Historian: Ted Jung  
Hospitality Chair: Cliff Harris  
Newsletter: Don Wilder  
Awards Chair: TBD  
 
Bob Rose, the new President, called the meeting to order at 7:00 PM at Fuddruckers on 
El Toro Rd. in Lake Forest. He acknowledged it is harder to find new jokes for Corvettes 
than he thought it would be and regaled us with some funny jokes that were Mustang 
based. We had a large amount of new members and the new 2018 year welcomed a 
large audience of current club members which filled the room to capacity!  
 
Kandra Longo secretary was in attendance and the minutes for the January were tabled 
as they appeared in newsletter.  
 
The annual Award Banquet was held on January 27th and everyone seemed to have a 
good time all dressed in their regal attire worthy of a Hollywood Premiere.  Leadership 
Award gifts were given to the following couples for their participation throughout the 
year for events: 
 
Gina & Dave McCue 
Leslie Gray & Denis Boulanger 
Harvey & Cate Riggs 
Margaret   
Kandra & Richie Longo 
 
New members that visited the club meeting and we have a few returning prospective 
members as well PCC would like to welcome the following visitors! 
 
Bob & Sandy Savanich  
Gene & Elaine 
Greg (sorry heard pace car and nothing else I guess) 
Jeff Bowman 
John & Anna Calamia 
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John Fischle  
John Michelen 
Sam Riela 

          
Henry Lewis welcomed the prospective members and went over the guidelines for 
becoming a member of the club. No one was voted in yet although a few prospective 
members should be close to having the required 12 points and have filed an application 
with the $10 fee.  
 
Dave Yeates, PCC Vice President, will be in charge of posting club events, so if you 
want to add an event to the calendar please go thru him before putting out signup 
sheets or asking to have added.  We have a great many things on the calendar for the 
next 3 months: 
 

Left in February 

 
    24      Sat              Board Meeting after Kick the Tires Breakfast for Board Members 

 

 
 

 
 

Hospitality: John Iest filled in for Cliff Harris who was on vacation and covered the 
birthdays and anniversaries for the month of February.  He also forwarded a card that 
had been mailed to Phil Brunt’s family from the club.  Ray’s mom had been ill and 
passed away; everyone had them in their thoughts as Ray and Nancy go through this 
sad time.  
 
Sgt at Arms: Henry Lewis made up for last month giving levying fines Barb Gilder for 
answering her phone, Mona for wearing a borrowed name tag upside down, and 
collected a dollar for people who use the break to leave our meeting early.  After all, we 
are here for our passion for Corvettes!  
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Treasurer: Joe Gildner gave the report so that Gary Lane, the clubs new treasurer, 
could see what is required in monthly recaps.  We have a beginning balance of 
$10,087.67, with an income of $5,299.00 offset by expenses for the Awards Banquet 
and bank fees of $6,582.50, which leaves our club a balance of $8,804.17. 
 
Historian: Ted Jung was in attendance and thanked everyone for pictures and pictures 
for the award dinner are up on website. 
 
Awards Chair:  These 2 positions are still available for please apply if you have some 
time to give to the club! 
 
Editor: Don Wilder stood up and expressed condolences to Nancy and Ray for the loss 
of Ray’s mother and also mentioned what a tough act it would be to follow Nancy’s 
performance as newsletter editor because she is so well organized.  He promised he 
would work hard to make the newsletter something everyone will want to read.  He’s  
hopeful people will contribute articles for the newsletter.  He mentioned the gold star 
people like Bob Rose, the McCue’s, Ray Marshall, and Kandra Longo who try to 
contribute something each month.  (If you have an interesting story, trip or pictures 
please share with us.  We love to know what things you have done with the club and 
outside of it!) 
 
 
Club Store: Judy Nunn stood up and spoke about buying club hats that  will be 
available at the next meeting and any articles of clothing you want to bring in can have 
a small or large logos put on anything.  There is a new logo courtesy of Vicki Kovac that 
can be uploaded for other kinds of things that you would like to have. 
 
In other news! 

Ed Baumgartner sold his 1966 Black Coupe Corvette and bought a beautiful new 2017 
Watkins Glen Metallic Gray Grand Sport. 

We had 19 cars go to the San Juan Capistrano Show on February 3rd.   PCC had a great 
turn out for the Super Bowl party where Barb Gildner was the big winner of the pool! 
  
50/50 Raffle Prize Winner: Judy Nunn for $122.00 
 
The meeting was adjourned at 9:00pm. 
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He told his girlfriend that he bought a Mustang.  She replied that she    
thinks they should each start seeing other men. 
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By Kandra Longo 

 

Richie and I recently came back from Italy and we both were playing with these stupid 
lingering colds, that I have had for a month, so last Thursday Richie and I looked at 
each other and “Hooray!” we have resumed life with no cold medication. I checked the 
PCC calendar and saw that the autocross event was being hosted by our PCC President, 
Bob Rose, on the 17th of February. I had read through all the email but didn’t see any 
information about just coming and hanging out, so I emailed Bob and found out that 
there were nine people planning to participate. So even though my Grand Sport will 
never be on the racetrack, I still wanted to come and cheer on the brave drivers of our 
club! 
I arrived at the designated meeting place, Starbuck’s off the 91 Freeway and Green 

River, a bit before 8:00 a.m.  I was really 

enjoying my coffee cake when magically, 

one by one, Corvettes of all colors, red, 

yellow, silver, black and red tint coat starting 

pulling in to join my blue car that was all 

alone in the parking lot.  Hooray! The party 

was on.  I was soon joined by Bob Rose, 

Walt Kovacs, Ted Jung, Joe Gildner, Bob 

Kluss, Arch Archard, Ray and Nancy 

Marshall, Mark and Patti Smith, and Don 

Wilder. 

Ten Corvettes were soon caravanning down the 91 toward the Auto Club Speedway in 

Fontana.  I had a blast, driving my Grand Sport a good distance to the track.  In my 

real, weekday life, I drive three miles to work and back, and to the PCC meeting and 

Kick the Tires each month, and the greatest distance I’d driven until this event was the 
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recent Rotary Club car show in San Juan Capistrano.  This autocross event now is the 

longest distance I will have driven the car.  

Richie was tied up in the morning fixing their front door 

and playing amateur locksmith so he ended up coming 

down on the motorcycle later in the afternoon.   

When I emailed Bob and asked about the spectator 

participation, it turned out that that they needed someone 

to record the lap times so I was happy to do something 

that would help with the event.  I think that even though I 

will never race, it is important to participate and make 

every event our club puts on the calendar the best it can 

be. I think it would be great if we could turn this into an 

event where we have a picnic or something that would 

entice people come out and have fun.  Expecting a bright, 

sunny day, Ray and Nancy Marshall and I each a popup shade cover so there was 

plenty of shade for the group.  

Almost everyone brought a cooler so we had set up our own island and no one was 

voted off despite their scores.  We all brought our chairs and  after 

a day in a cheap chair I brought I came home and ordered two 

new chairs to be delivered this week.  We had many laughs and 

some groans as the scores were both respectable and shocking as 

cars that didn’t look like they could get out of their own way were 

producing scores that made the club go “Say what!?”   

There were moments of laughter as 

people missed the cones, or wiped out 

entire sections of cones, and wild fishtailing.  There were a 

few drivers who made us laugh out loud and one who tried 

to take a souvenir cone because a driving decision took out 

the most cones of the group!  

 

 

The display of lap times for each car.  We recorded each PCC driver’s lap times based on this clock. 
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When we first arrived, there was this sea of white our on the venue, and moments 

later, when the first car ran a lap it was “Yikes”; it was a flock of birds of some kind, big 

white birds, that were not pleased at the cars screaming around the course. They 

stayed away most of the day and came back as we left about 4:00 p.m. 

 

Joe Gildner on a hot lap! 

There were drivers who were driving four-door sedans, some of the Subaru’s WRX’s 

were cranking it out and were still having some impressive scores even with four people 

in the car. There were cars turning in impressive 

times including a Mitsubishi Evo, the fastest car of 

the day, that was turning in 49.5 times and then 

there were the people who spun out the wrong way 

like new Lotus Evora and a couple of other cars who 

gave people really high scores that had to be 

scratched.  There was a black Mazda RX-7 tearing it 

up with some Fast and Furious drifting around the 

corners right before our eyes.  It was a wonderful 

day, great temperatures, company.  And of course,  Patti Smith made us some fantastic 

treats, cookies, brownies, cupcakes and as far I was concerned the day was complete! 

I had a great time and I highly encourage our club members to come and support the 

racing sector of our club.  It is entertaining and quite amazing how good some of our 

drivers are.  Getting a chance to see Bob Kluss and Joe Gildner working on their skills 

was great and seeing Don Wilder, Walt Kovacs, Arch Archard, Ted Jung & Ray Marshall 

do run after run and get better each time, especially with Bob Rose in the car.  We 

were all imaging Bob telling them “you are not going to hurt your car now step on the 

gas and go for it”, or “look way ahead to the next turn”. 

Bob Rose was great teacher and everyone was having ride-along’s, either in Bob’s Z06, 

or him as a passenger in their car. and everyone was encouraged to participate and at 
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the end of the day I think everyone had a great time and I know I am looking to go to 

the next one, even if my only role is scorekeeper if they let me do that again! 

 

Bob Rose in his glory! 

I have turned in the recorded times to Bob Rose and he has tallied up the scores.  We’ll 

announce the winners at the March Club Meeting. 

 

Kandra Longo 
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Editor’s Note:  I haven’t done an autocross event since my college days.   After a recent 

mishap at my last Auto Club Speedway (high speed) event, I wasn’t sure I would be 

participating in this autocross event.   After thinking about this event for a while, (not 

very long, really) I decided I’d do it.  To my surprise and pleasure, all of my concerns 

and hesitancy simply went away and I had a really good time.  This was not a high-

speed event, and focuses more on driver skill and knowing your car.  I would suggest 

that if you are even just thinking about trying an autocross event, just do it.  It’s fun 

and gives you the opportunity to drive your car, at your comfort level, the way it was 

designed to be driven. 


